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Introduction
This document details steps to add a new attribute to a record, document & case.
The document assumes rudimentary knowledge about SAP Folder Management (NWFM). The document
assumes understanding of SAP systems in general & is aimed at users of SAP systems with some
understanding of navigation on SAPGUI screens.

Brief Overview of Case, Record & Document


Case:

Case is an object created in NWFM for ad hoc process tracking. Some attributes are delivered with the
application. Customers can also create new attributes if they want & process them in the case.


Record & Document:

Record is an object created in NWFM to organize data objects. It gives an hierarchical structure to the
context & data objects created can be attached in the phase/folder them are created in.
Documents are data objects which are primarily edited & displayed using MS Office, Star office etc.

How to Add a New Attribute to a Record/Document
Record & documents have identical approach of data & attribute storage. Hence, way of adding an attribute
to a record or document is the same.
1. Make note of the document class of the element type in registry ( transaction SRMREGEDIT, IMG>Application Server -> Basis Services ->Records Management->Basic Customizing->Maintain
Registry(developer Mode) ).
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2. Locate the document class in document modeling workbench in SRM -> LOIO classes folder
( transaction DMWB, IMG->Application Server -> Basis Services ->Records Management>Customizing for Record Models, Records and Documents ).

3. Note the virtual LOIO class of the document class. There will be an identical pair of physical class &
physical virtual class in the folder PHIO classes

Attributes can be persisted at either of LOIO or PHIO virtual class technically but it is recommended to
do so at PHIO level because most of the attributes are generally changed from version to version or
need to be modified often. PHIO object of a document/record represents a version-variant combination
( for eg there will be a PHIO to persist version 1 variant 1 attributes of a record) which keep changing
every time there is a modification of record/document(even a change of document/record & saving as the
same version will create new PHIO in the system since variant gets changed & delete the old PHIO). For
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attributes like CREATE TIME need to be persisted at LOIO since these will be mostly unchangeable for a
record/document throughout its processing life.
Let us add an attribute at the PHIO level.
4. Create a new attribute ZYESYNO under folder “IO Attributes”.

Specify the table & field name in the definition. This will define the behavior of the attribute. For eg, if the
attribute has to appear on the screen then whether it will be numerical etc, will be decided by the
definition here. If you do not specify anything then it will be taken by default as string. Attributes can be
stored in attribute table of PHIO or PHIO header table. The latter is recommended for attributes most
commonly used for search so that search is faster(Refer to note 1269789 & 1003089). For that,
attributes have to be string & so should not have any definition here.
Give a description of the attribute in the IO attribute field. This will be displayed if the attribute is
displayed in the screen for any object. Please remember to add description for every language you need
to support(login the system in that logon language & maintain the description here). This is not translated
by itself.
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5. Add the attribute to the PHIO virtual class.

6. If you click on More…button then you can specify meta-data for the attribute. For eg whether it
should be available for modification ( MaintPoss), should be hidden or index relevant. There are
some meta-data defined in NWFM which can be specified in the table like SORTING(specifies the
position of this attribute on the attribute maintenance section when you open a
record/document) .You will find more about NWFM defined meta-data in the documentation of IMG>Application Server -> Basis Services ->Records Management->Customizing for Record Models,
Records and Documents.

Please note that all attributes that are to be displayed in the attribute section of record/document
should have different values of SORTING. No two attributes should have the same value else
system will give error s. Attributes can be marked MaintPoss at both LOIO & PHIO levels (can be
added in both LOIO & PHIO virtual classes of document class). If by chance an attribute has been
marked in both LOIO & PHIO then it is taken to be persisting at PHIO.
7. Activate the virtual class after adding the attribute with a SORTING value. After this, when you open
the record/document then you can see the attribute on the attribute section.
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How to Add a New Attribute to a Case
To have a new attribute in a case, the attribute needs to be added to the attribute profile.
1. First create a table with attributes you need as fields of the table in transaction SE11. You should
have the case GUID as the primary key. This is the unique identifier for a case.

2. Create a new attribute profile entry in IMG->Application Server -> Basis Services ->Case
Management->Create Attribute Profile & assign the table to it. This will ensure that attributes created
as fields of that table are available to be used in case.

3. Select the entry & click the Attribute Group. In this option you can define the logical grouping of
attributes. For eg if you have just one group then all attributes.
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For example, here there is just one group defined.

So attributes are shown in one group with title Header Data.

4. Assign attributes to the group in the option Assign Attributes.

Here you can add entries of attributed defined in the table you have created. Standard attributes are
also available which you can add to your attribute profile.
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5. Click on F4 help for field Case Attrib & it will give you attributes you can use.

6. For added attribute, you can define metadata like Required, Invisible etc. Please read the
documentation of IMG->Application Server -> Basis Services ->Case Management->Create Attribute
Profile for details on metadata. There are metadata for ensuring logging of changes to an attribute
( log ), allowing attribute to be changed only when case is created( Modif New). Please note, if
metadata checkbox is selected for an attribute then attribute on screen gets a drop down with blank
& X as values. It will not be displayed as checkbox.
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7. Create a new case type in IMG->Application Server -> Basis Services ->Case Management->Define
Case Types -> Define Case Types and assign the attribute profile to it.

Now when you create a new case with this case type then you will see all attributes that you have
assigned to the attribute profile & which have not been defined to be hidden, on the screen.

Appendix A – Hint for Most Common Searched for Attribute of Record/Document
Attributes for LOIO or PHIO are stored in two places – There is an attribute table each for LOIO & PHIO
where the attributes are stored as table entries. This optimizes storage but search suffers because index
cannot be specified on the attribute. It is also possible to store attributes as fields in PHIO or LOIO header
table. There are some empty fields defined in the header table just for this purpose. These are names as
prop01, prop02… & can be seen by clicking on Tabulation button.
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You can specify whether attribute is to be stored in field prop01, prop02 etc by selecting radio button for 01,
02 respectively. You can see the name of the header table in Header table field. 10 such attributes can be
stored. Care of attribute length should be taken as fields have fixed lengths as you can see in the header
table snapshot. Once attribute is stored in header table, it is possible to define secondary index on that field
for faster search.
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Related Content
Trainings which Users Can Attend:


BIT 640 training – Generic Folder Management (erstwhile Records Management)



IPS650 training – Public Sector Management



Folder Management( erstwhile Records Management) on SAP Help –

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw04/helpdata/en/87/55bf4fde523c4399a7064c8be899e6/frameset.htm
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw04/helpdata/en/2b/f18ad44a77eb4faf67d1ae5aeaff2a/frameset.htm
For more information, visit the Enterprise Performance Management homepage.
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